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Abstract 
 

Palm Wireless Interface For Distributed Robots. 
Sarun Teeravechyan, Knox College, Galesburg, IL 61401 

 Dr. Lynne E. Parker 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831 

 

There are situations in which the best course solution would be to deploy a team of distributed 
mobile robots. However in these cases, it is most likely that one would be confronted with 
geographically adverse conditions for setting up the communications system. This particular 
problem is addressed by introducing the PalmVx PDA into the relay system, wherein it would act 
as the interface through which humans could communicate radio commands to the robots. The 
handheld device acts as the first link in a chain through which remote commands are issued. The 
GUI on the PalmVx would take in parameters that would allow a connection-oriented Ethernet 
“conversation” with the specified server. This server would act as the buffer stage, taking in simple 
function commands from the remote Palm device, parsing them and piping them out to the 
appropriate set(s) of robots. These instructions would, in turn, serve to initialize or shut down 
distributed robotics functions that have been preprogrammed onto the team. All in all, the lower 
layers of the structure would be transparent to the user. The only interaction between the operator 
and the system would be at the application layer, which constitutes of the Palm GUI. From there, 
all simple functions can be issued to the robotics team.  
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Introduction 

 The invention of the computer has vastly increased human capacity to make fast and 

accurate calculations. As greater advances are made in this particular field we begin to rely more 

and more on these machines to do our grunt work, which would previously have taken us hours if 

not days, months or even years. Such amazing feats of calculations, once considered impossible, 

are now mundane tasks we take for granted. Computers are now in charge of controlling air traffic, 

calculating stock indexes, predicting the weather as well as regulating a huge portion of our 

information exchange through an intricate web of connected networks we call the Internet. 

Sometimes one begins to wonder how much potential these machines have, how much easier they 

can make our lives. 

 To date, one of the ultimate computer services is in the concept of a robot. Modern robots 

are built for a specific task, which they unerringly perform. Some of the earlier forms of robots 

were used in automotive assembly plants, where they execute with pinpoint accuracy the 

manipulations needed on an assembly line to put the vehicles together. As robotics technology 

progress, they have been specialized to perform more complex tasks which are too dangerous, 

require too much precision or just plain impossible for humans to perform. Now they are 

responsible for the nanometer silicon linings on a microchip as well as collecting dirt samples from 

the planet Mars. The uses that we have found for these automated systems are far and wide, and 

their potential limited only by our imagination. At the rate our technology is currently advancing 

we can be sure to expect bigger and better things. However, what lurks in the horizon for us in 

terms of robotics? The answer is artificial intelligence. 

 At the present, humans do most of the decision-making for the robots. We decide what 

specific tasks they are to perform, and in the unfortunate case of it encountering an unanticipated 
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situation, we have to step in and extract it from its predicament.  Any novel tasks we want robots 

to execute have to be programmed into them. However, with developed AI, it is possible to expect 

a robot to dynamically solve a problem on the go or even learn new tasks from another robot. This 

concept of an “intelligent” machine is where we are headed towards now. In order to make them 

intelligent we have to give them the power of perception. They should be able to gather 

information from their surroundings and incorporate them into a decision-making algorithm and 

then respond appropriately. The next step would be to include a number of these robots into a team 

with a specific task in mind. Thus the birth of the autonomous distributed robotics systems. 

 In the creation of such a system there are many components that we have to develop. There 

are two main segments that the project could be broken into: the Artificial Intelligence and the 

controls. The AI part would involve research on decision-making algorithms. That subject, 

however, does not pertain to this paper.  The purpose of this particular research is to create a user-

friendly wireless controls system for a specific team of autonomous robot team.  

As with any interface, the top layer should be intuitive and unambiguous while 

simultaneously presenting the user with the necessary options to initiate communications with the 

robots and set them to their tasks. While for some purposes a complex interface is necessary to 

achieve the desired levels of control, we need only the bare minimum. This is done to moderate the 

learning curve as well as maximize retention rate. From an economics point of view this would 

lower costs of training new labor as well as reducing the chances of a costly error. Detailed error 

checks and warnings are also integral parts of a user-friendly interface.  

What lies hidden beneath the visible interface is all the code and hardware that is required 

to make a functional relay system. Sheltered inside that hull are the command translation, 

connection establishment, data transfer as well as various parsing tasks. The workings of the lower 
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layers, however, should always be transparent to the user. All these functions should operate 

flawlessly and smoothly enough so that it would not be necessary for the human operator to have 

any knowledge of the system’s inner mechanisms. The program should be robust enough so that 

any errors that do occur would be at the fault of the user.  

As the field advances, the direction it follows is towards increased applicability of the 

technology. Most research has been conducted under laboratory environments, where the controls 

are set behind lumbering PC’s. Though tests may prove that certain robot teams are able to 

perform the required tasks, it is still necessary to bring the team out to the task site to do the real 

job. A problem arises when the mobility of the controller is bought into consideration. It would be 

impractical, and in many cases, impossible, to tow a computer along to the work area. This is 

where the Palm Pilot comes into the picture. It is a compact, yet versatile piece of machinery. Palm 

Pilots can be programmed to perform complex functions and they are capable of wireless 

networking. It is, in essence, the ideal top layer interface device. One can envision a man at an 

edge of a battlefield deploying a team of robots to sniff out mines. This application demonstrates 

how versatile this technology can truly be. 

Materials and Methods  

 The creation of the communication relay system can be divided into three sections: the 

server side, the client side and the wireless interface. These three parts are interconnected by a 

series of network programs that allow for data transfer through exclusive sockets. The lines of 

communication are set up specifically for our particular application and are promptly torn down 

after the program is closed. This allows for a steady, uninterrupted dialogue between the three 

network devices.  Figure 1.1 shows the overall structure of the system, putting each of the 

aforementioned components in their place. 
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The interface device is the unit that contains the GUI. It represents the sole medium of 

interaction the user has with the system. From here, commands are issued to the robots. The robot 

team constitutes the client side, which receives all directives that are sent out from the controller of 

the interface. The server side is a workstation that acts as a mediator between the two 

aforementioned components. Its job is to first establish a reliable connection that would allow free 

flow of information. The other responsibility it fulfills is in the translating of commands so that 

both sides would be able to understand each other. Ultimately, it also shuts down the connection 

when no longer needed. 

 The server side of the system is run on a Solaris platform on a Sun Sparc20 Workstation, 

locally identified as Neptune. The development work of the program, which was written in 

standard C, was actually done for another project. However, with a little modification, it suitably 

fit our needs. The purpose of the program, which was named communication.c, was to set up a 

listening port, allowing commands to be relayed in from the PDA interface, parsed, and then sent 

out to the waiting client side program.  

 The client side consists of four Nomad 200 series robots from Nomadic Technologies. 

Each of these robots has Linux as their operating system. They also contain radio technology that 

allows their end of the network program to be remotely uploaded into their directories. Once 

initiated, they stay online and wait for commands to be sent in from the communications server. 

The information they receive when contacted allows them to determine what type of function 

needs to be performed. However, it must be kept in mind that the aforementioned task must have 

been preprogrammed into the team as well as modified to work within the relay system. We 

focused on one such function - sobounce.c 
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 Sobounce.c has been revised and uploaded to each one of the four robots and is used to test 

the interactions between the server and the client sides. Once activated, each unit begins to wander 

around. Readings from their sonar prevent them from hitting each other or any path obstacles. In 

the original version, the program would keep on running until manually interrupted by the user 

pressing Ctrl+C. To serve the purposes of this communications system, however, the program 

must be able to receive and respond to a “stop” command. This feature has been implemented in 

the new version, and now will terminate the program on reception of the appropriate trigger 

command. 

The choice interface device is the PalmVx, chosen for its large memory (8 MB), its ability 

to connect to a wireless Ethernet device and its mobility. The Mercury-EN from Nomadic 

Technologies serves as the Ethernet device that plugs the PalmVx into the network.  As mentioned 

earlier, this is the only section in the whole relay system that interacts with the user. This fact has 

to be kept in mind when designing the interface program.  

The development of interface code was originally done on Red Hat Linux 6.0 and was later 

moved to Windows 2000. Though some may argue otherwise, Windows does have an advantage in 

Palm development with its wide options and availability of Interface Development Environments 

(IDEs). Codewarrior Palm came as the highest recommended tool, and was subsequently chosen as 

the choice IDE for the project. Its power lay in its ability to allow coders to visually place and 

allocate resource objects. Form objects, text objects, menus and menu bars can all be drawn out on 

a simulated Palm screen. Once compiled it would create the necessary “.h” resource file that the 

main program can call. Another benefit of the Codewarrior Palm Constructor (shown in Figure 

1.2) is that it dynamically assigns (and reassigns) indexes to the objects you create. As a result a 

programmer can do all the resource manipulation he/she wants without ever having to worry about 
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the details of changing their identification numbers. The only knowledge they need would be of 

the objects name, which in most cases would be intuitive and reflective of their functions or 

position in the program. 

The main program was written in standard C. Although the IDE (Figure 1.3) used did have 

a lot of features that aided in debugging and organizing the code, the most useful tool used was an 

external program downloaded from the Internet. This piece of software is called  POSE (Palm OS 

Emulator), and is considered the best Palm debugger available. When writing code for a different 

system, one of the most tiresome activities is in the testing of the newly compiled program. In 

order to do that, it would require the uploading of the whole program onto the other device. This is 

where POSE saves developers a lot of time. Instead of having to install the program on the 

PalmVx every single time a new compilation is made, it provides an emulation of the Palm on the 

PC (our development platform). POSE accurately reflects how the Palm would run the software as 

well as how it would respond to erroneous code or memory misallocation. Another strong feature 

it provides is called Gremlims. This is basically a series of instructions sent out by the emulation 

software to try as many actions as possible in order to test the robustness of the software. This 

function is usually activated towards the end of the development process to double check on 

product reliability. 

The interface itself is made to be as simple as possible bearing in mind that the user would 

also need some degree of freedom in their configurations. There would be two main form objects 

in the GUI. The first one would be responsible for the establishment of the connection between the 

device and the rest of the relay system. It would ask for the host name of the communications 

server as well as the desired port (default port is set to 10000, which is also the default on the 

communications.c). The other form is where the user would send commands to the desired 
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robot(s). Any one or any combination of the robots could be picked as well as any available choice 

of functions to run. All this information would be sent out to the communication server, parsed and 

then passed on to the robots. 

Results 

 The relay system has a number of working components such as the established 

communication lines between the server side and the client side. The two are able to send and 

receive data through a menu-driven interface. For example, commands sent through a makeshift 

interface on the communications side can initialize and execute sobounce.c on the Nomad 200 

robots. Though this is in part due to the generic nature of the system, made to allow for future 

development and implementation of other applications. 

 The interface side of the project, however, is still in the making. A compiled version of the 

program has been written and uploaded. The basic structure of the program has been done and it 

only waits for modifications to be made on particular variable passing functions. As of now, 

memory allocation procedures pose as the largest obstacle in completing the interface application. 

Discussion and Conclusion 

 At this point, two of the three components are able to communicate with each other. 

However a bit of work is still necessary for even those parts to be fully operational. The fact of the 

matter is that the code is functional only at a very preliminary level. None of the checks for 

robustness have been done, and this is definitely the area that needs the most improvement on. 

Considering that the media used is wireless Ethernet, it would be wise to have some sort of fail-

safe device that would be able to eliminate radio interferences. A guarantee of reliable information 

flow should be implemented. 
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 Another area that could be improved upon is concerning user feedback. At the present 

there is inadequate information flow coming back to the server. Occasional progress reports should 

be sent to make the user aware of the current state of communications. This provides a firmer 

sense of product reliability, as well as facilitating technical solutions in the case that errors do 

occur. 

One of the major problems in the development of the GUI component is in understanding 

the inner workings of programming a Palm application. Not only does it require good knowledge 

of its library of built-in functions, the basic process of memory allocation works differently from 

the way the majority of machines do. Instead of reading and writing data into files, a Palm 

application accesses data directly from its memory. However, a lot more rules and regulations 

govern this action. In order to manipulate memory without error, you have to set a handle to it, and 

lock it in place. Only then will it be stable enough to be worked with. In order to finish up the 

coding of the GUI, extensive knowledge and experience in Palm programming is recommended. 
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